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Unlawful Arrests - Why?

O

n 28 August 2018, five well-known lawyers, journalists and human rights defenders in India were arrested
under anti-terror laws. Prominent citizens in India have protested including renowned historian Ramachandra

Guha who described the arrests as a ‘witch-hunt’ and ‘illegal misuse of police and state power‘ with ‘utterly fabricated’
charges. UN human rights experts have expressed concerns saying that the terrorism charges are a pretext to silence
human rights defenders. A similar wave of arrests of academics, lawyers and activists also took place in June this year.
Among the arrestees is Advocate Sudha Bhardwaj, a High Court lawyer who teaches law at the National Law
University, Delhi; also, Professor Soma Sen who teaches English at Nagpur University, Varavara Rao, renowned
poet and literary critic from Hyderabad who is 78 years old, and other individuals of similar calibre known for their
standing by the marginalised people and speaking up the truth. Were these professionals engaged in unlawful
activities? Or, were they arrested unlawfully?
Maharashtra police who led the arrest allege that these individuals instigated communal violence at an event near
Pune (Maharashtra), and that they have links with Maoists rebels who are at war against the Indian government.
No specific charges have yet been filed against them

In this issue

though. The ruling party of the current government
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(the same party in power in the state of Maharashtra)
together with the media who are influenced by the
political party have portrayed the arrestees as the
mastermind behind the Maoists rebellion in parts of
the country, naming them as ‘urban naxals’ implying

Protests in India & abroad

that they are Maoists but live in cities. Recently, on 9
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November, Prime Minister Narendra Modi at a meeting
in Chhattisgarh in favour of his party’s election candidate
elaborated the meaning of ‘urban naxals’ saying “urban
Maoists live in AC rooms in cities, look clean, build their
stature by rubbing shoulders with sensible people;
their children study abroad; they move around in good
cars; but they sit there and through a remote system,
they work to destroy the lives of tribal children”. Well,
it does seem a ridiculous comment from the head of a
country – but this is not unusual whether in India or US
or elsewhere. It is our choice how we respond.

About IMUK

In this issue we will examine the case for which
the Maharashtra police arrested the mentioned

lndiaMatters UK (lMUK) is a coalition of academics,

professionals in various parts of the country and will

lawyers, students, activists, media personnel and

explore the true reasons behind the arrests. We will

individuals who are deeply concerned about the

also present a snapshot of Sudha Bhardwaj (one of the

increasing and unacceptable levels of state repression

arrestees) – her standing by the marginalised people

and diminishing democratic spaces, intolerance and

in Chhattisgarh, her defending of innocent villagers

disregard for Rule of Law in India today.

falsely imprisoned and her modest living.

lMUK aims to raise local and international

We urge all to join the campaign to release Sudha

awareness about state policies and practices of

Bhardwaj and others falsely accused on fabricated

targeted violence and vigilantism against Adivasis

charges.

(indigenous populations), Dalits (marginalised
castes), Muslims, women, doctors, scientists,
intellectuals, media personnel, nationalities (diverse
ethnic, linguistic, religious and cultural groups).
Working in coalition with other individuals and
groups, lMUK is committed to help bring about
effective international responses to developments

IndiaMatters

UK

and issues of concern in India and to promote the

strongly

goal of the Indian Constitution - “to secure all its

condemn the arrests. We call

citizens, justice: social, economic and political”.

upon concerned people around

IMUK will continue to campaign in support of

the world - academics, students,

people’s protests in India, and will link up with groups

lawyers, poets, journalists and

in India for the purpose. We encourage human rights

so on, to raise their voice against

activists all over the world to make similar efforts in

the ‘ill-motivated’ actions by the

their respective countries.

Indian state on its own people.
IMUK urge all to join the campaign
to release Sudha Bhardwaj and
others who are falsely accused on
fabricated charges.
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Sudha Bhardwaj: Is she a terroist,
a plotter to kill Modi?

‘urban Moaists’ at an
election meeting in
Bastar, Chhattisgarh,

O

n 26 November the court granted the police a

carefully

90-day extension to file supplementary charges

against the accused - Sudha Bhardwaj and nine other
academics, lawyers, writers and social activists for

naming

Sudha

Bhardwaj

as

Maoist

their aleged Maoist-links and for taking part in a plot

That

to kill Prime Minister of India Mr Narendra Modi. The

avoided
a

terrorist.
would

not

have been a wise

police needs more time to frame charges, about how

act because people

these ‘urban Maoists’ controlled terroist activities

there

from Delhi and other metropolis. It is hard to believe

would

not

have believed him.

that these human rights defenders who are widely
known for their work are terrorists. While we wait to

Sudha Bhardwaj is a popular name across

hear from the police, in this column we revisit Sudha

Chhattisgarh,

Bhardwaj’s activities for the past 30 years and see if

(adivasi) population in Bastar. As a lawyer she has

she fits the description of a terrorist ‘urban Maoist’

been taking up cases on their behalf - villagers who

elaborated by Mr Modi himself.

were forcibly displaced by mining companies, cases

particularly

among

indigenous

of torture and rape, and families whose members

At the time Sudha Bhardwaj was arrested from her

were killed in ‘fake’ encounters by the police and

residence on the outskirt of Delhi, a modest 2-room

para-military forces. She helped set up Jagdalpur

apartment in a 3-story housing society building,

Legal Aid, a collecttive of young lawyers, also for

she was teaching law at the National Law School

the same purpose.

in Delhi. She was not a regular Delhite. A highly
educated woman, who had her schooling in the

It is no secret that there is a war between the armed

UK, studied mathematics and later law, worked in

Maoist insurgents and the government forces in

the state of Chhattisgarh for the last three decades

India - in Chhattisgarh and adjacent states. Very

– first in Dalli Rajhara, a small mining town near

little is known about the atrocities committed by

Bhilai Steel plant, teaching children of unskilled

the government forces on innocent villagers; the

miners, and later in Bilashpur practising law at the

government of India does not allow the UN or

High Court taking up cases on behalf of unskilled

international organisations like Red Cross to enter

workers, police atrocities, custodial deaths and on

the areas as observers. It is also no secret that the

behalf of displaced villagers who lost their land

government has made an easy path for mining

because of mining.

companies, national and foreign, allowing them
to indiscriminantly mine the mineral-rich state of

Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s definition of ‘urban

Chhattisgarh - coal, iron, bauxite, gold and so on.

Maoist’ does not really match with Sudha’s life –
she neither lives in a luxury apartment with ‘AC

Sudha Bhardwaj, and all others accused as ‘urban

surroundings’, nor her daughter studies abroad.1

Maoists’ have been exposing the government

Will anyone in India go with Indian Prime Minister’s

and corporate nexus for illegal land grabbing

statement that Sudha Bhardwaj has been ruining

and atrocities on innocent people. In the past

the lives of poor adivasi youth in Chhattisgarh?

intellectuals like Bela Bhatia, Prof. Nandini Sunder

Even Prime Minister’s supporters in Bastar would

of Delhi university, Dr Binayak Sen, all who worked

find it hard to believe. Mr Modi, while describing

in Chhattisgarh were branded as Maoists and faced

1 Narendra Modi at an election meeting in Chhattisgarh
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/sitting-in-acrooms-urban-maoists-have-ruined-the-lives-of-adivasis-pmnarendra-modi/articleshow/66554597.cms

consequences - from false charges, threat to solitary
confinement, and in the case of Soni Sori, an adivasi
teacher from Bastar, torture and sexual assult in

3

Bhima Koregaon and Urban Maoists in
India

police custody. Thousands of innocent people are
languishing in India prisons
Sudha Bhardwaj and other intellectuals accused as

[Excerpt of the Writ Petition to the Supreme Court filed by
eminent citizens against the arrest.
Bar & Bench (www.barandbench.com)]

urban Maoists are in solitary confinement waiting
for their trial.

PETITIONERS: 1. Romila Thapar; 2.
Devaki Jain, 3. Prabhat Pattnaik, 4.
Satish Deshpande, 5. Maja Daruwala

Also read, ‘urban maoist’ AC life exposed by the Prime
Minister:

https://www.telegraphindia.com/india/

urban-maoists-ac-life-exposed-by-pm/cid/1674620.

VERSUS
1. Union of India
2. Special Cell, Delhi Police Station
3. State of Maharastra
The petitioners are all academics
and are seriously concerned with the
preservation of the democratic fabric
of this country. Petitioner no. 1
(Romila Thapar) is India’s best known
historian. She is Professor Emerita
at JNU where she taught for most of
her career, and has twice declined the
Padma Bhushan award from the Government
of India. ….
This writ petition is thus being
filed against the arrests of five
human rights activists from Delhi,
Faridabad, Mumbai, Thane and Hyderabad
on completely fabricated charges under
various provisions of the Unlawful
Activities Prevention Act (UAPA) and
the Indian Penal Code, after their
houses and offices were raided on the
28th of August 2018.

I AM
SUDHA
BHARDWAJ!

The case

F

rom the morning of August 28, 2018 the following
(Gautam Navalakha - Human Rights activist

and journalist from New Delhi; Sudha Bharadwaj Advocate, Bilaspur High Court, currently residing in
Faridabad; Varavara Rao - Age 79, based in Hyderabad,
political worker, commentator and renowned poet;
Arun Ferreira - practising as a lawyer since 2015 and a
Human Rights activist from Mumbai; Vernon Gonsalves
- Gold medalists from Bombay University in Commerce,
accounts officer at Siemens, then lecturer of accounts
in Maharastra College from Mumbai) were arrested
after raids on their homes. Simultaneously raids were
conducted by the Pune Police at the homes/offices of
activists such as Fr. Stan Swamy, adivasi rights activist
based in Ranchi, Anand Teltumbde, intellectual and
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writer based in Goa and Susan Abraham, civil liberties

a threat in the Elgar Parishad as it mobilised people to

lawyer and part of the Committee for Protection of

raise their voice against the establishment and resist

Democratic Rights, Mumbai. All are all known for their

communal forces. The police complaint says that the

commitment to the cause of respecting and promoting

5 accused arrested in June organised and funded

the rights of the most vulnerable and marginalised

the Elgar Parishad that led to the Koregaon violence.

communities in particular the dalits, adivasis, women,

But the two retired judges have claimed that they

landless labourers and the poor.

organised the event.

The Pune police registered an FIR no. 4/2018, dated 8th

It is undisputed that none of those who have been

of January 2018 (P.S. Vishram Nagar, Pune), with regard

arrested in the most recent spate of arbitrary arrests

to the Bhima Koregaon violence, that broke out after

are either specifically named in the FIR or were

the Elgar Parishad conclave of Dalits and Dalit activists

present at the events organised at the Elgar Parisad.

to mark the 200th anniversary of the Koregoan. The

The use of the UAPA meant for exceptional and violent

police initially filed FIRs on 4th January 2018, against

activity, against such persons, when there has been

Hindutva leaders Milind Ekbote and Shambhaji Rao

absolutely no evidence of any acts of violence by

Bhide, based on eye witness accounts that they and

these activists is deeply disconcerting and calls for an

fringe groups had incited the violence against the dalit

urgent intervention by this Hon’ble Court. The charges

congregation. The State government and police have

against them on the face of it appear indiscriminate,

not taken purposeful and decisive action against right

unwarranted, part of a malicious campaign to threaten

wing leaders Bhinde and Ekbote, who were behind the

human rights defenders, independent journalists,

Koregaon-Bhima violence and instigated the attacks.

writers and thinkers in this country, from critiquing the
government and its policies.

Thereafter in June 2018, Prof Shoma Sen from Nagpur
University, Surendra Gadling, well known human rights

The entire exercise is to silence dissent, stop people

lawyer who has been defending Prof G. N. Saibaba,

from helping the downtrodden and marginalised

Sudhir Dhawale, editor of a magazine, Rona Wilson,

people across the Nation and to instill fear in minds

member of the Committee for the Protection of Political

of people. The timing of this action leaves much to

Prisoners and Mahesh Raut, anti-displacement activist,

be desired and appears to be motivated to deflect

were arrested, under sections of the Indian Penal Code

people’s attention from real issues. Petitioners are

and the Unlawful Activities Prevention Act allegedly

seriously concerned about the erosion of democratic

for inciting violence and communal enmity. As a

values and are moving this Honble Court not to

member of the Indian Association of People’s lawyers,

stop investigation into allegations but to ensure

advocated Sudha Bharadwaj was vocal against the

independent and credible investigation by such

arrest of lawyers like Surendra Gadling in recent times.

persons as may be deemed fit under supervision of
this Honble court. Anything short of this will damage

After they were arrested, some media organisations

the fabric of nation irreparably.

claimed that a letter was found on activist Rona
Wilson’s computer addressed to a “Comrade Prakash”
and signed by “R”, which apparently talked of “senior
comrades” proposing concrete steps to end the Modiera and a “Rajiv Gandhi-type” incident being planned
to assassinate the Prime Minster. Justice Kolse Patil,
retired Judge of the Bombay High Court and Justice
P.B. Sawant, retired Judge of the Supreme Court, who
were organisers of the Elgar Parishad, condemned
this letter which was never produced as evidence in

Sudha Bhardwaj speaks out in Delhi against the arrests of
rights activists in connection with Bhima Koregaon case.

Court, as fake. They claimed that the government saw
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INCREDIBLE INDIA!
We want Food, not Coal !
In Chhattisgarh and adjoining states, hills and forests
have been destroyed to extract coal, iron, bauxite and
other minerals; indegenous populations living there
have been forcibly displaced. They say, ‘we will fight to
save our rivers, forests and lands’.

response to the government’s plan to build high-

Fake Encounters

speed ‘Bullet Train’ to connect the financial capital of

Some areas have turned into a ‘war’ zone between the

Mumbai with the economic hub of Ahmedabad at

Indian forces and armed ‘Maoists’. Innocent villagers

an cost of 15 billion USD, Dr Zarir Udwadia, a leading

suffer; India denies the internal conflict.

chest physician in Mumbai, spoke at TedTalk 2017,

In 2016, security forces dragged away Madkam Hidme

‘Forget your bullet trains PM Modi .... Give us the new

from her home in Bastar; next day her corpse, mutilated,

drugs we need to treat, give us the labs and tests to

with two bullet wounds, was returned to the family by

diagnose early, give us more funds, not more cuts in TB

the police.

budget. Give us social change, because TB is the perfect
expression of an inperfect civilixation.’
Over six thousands land owners of which 2,200
farmers in 192 villages spread across eight districts

Mother of

of Gujarat have been affected by the bullet train

Madkam

project. The farmers alleged that the Gujarat

Hidme,

government diluted the Land Acquisition Act 2013

grief over

after Japan entered into a contract with India for the

her face,

bullet train in September 2015. Villagers have moved

asks

to the Gujarat High Court voicing their opposition

‘why’?

to the project.2 They (JICA officials) were shocked to
find that the government did not held talks with the
affected farmers over land acquisition

Bullet Train and TB
India accounted for 27% of the 10 million people who
developed tuberculosis in 2017, the highest among the
top 30 high TB burden countries in the world; almost
half of the world’s TB cases, resistant to TB drugs, are

2 1,000 Farmers Protest Against Mumbai-Ahmedabad Bullet
Train Project: NDTV 18 September 2018.

in India (Global Tuberculosis Report WHO, 2018). In
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PROTEST

In Delhi

Across India, also in Europe, UK, USA and Canada, there

Various professional groups and organisations, trade

were public outcry against the unlawful arrests of lawyers,

unions, academics, lawyers and widely acclaimed

journalists, poets and human rights defenders. We have

writers like Arundhati Roy have participated in public

captured some of the public protests in images and

meetings, press conferences, television interviews

statements. Please find details at https://free-them-all.net/

or have organised petitions. Further protests are

In Bhopal, INDIA

planned.

Protest organised jointly by a number of social rights
organisations and civil society groups.

Renowned historian Ramchandra Guha in a television
interview said, ‘these charges are utterly fabricated
.... arbitrary and illegal misuse of police and state
power ... to divert attention partly to ease capture
natural resource from adivasi areas from corporate
class close to the government .... an attempt to divert
attention from failures of government.

In Boston, USA
The Coalition for a Democratic India and academics
gathered at the Harvard Square (31 August 2018).

Democracy and Dissent - a public discussion. Delhi,
1 December 2018.

In Chhattisgarh, INDIA
Various organisations and trade unions have either
jointly or separately organised protest meetings and

In Europe

marches in Raipur, Bhilai and Bilashpur. Jagdalpur

w

Legal Aid Group have condemned the arrest of

(CCBE) writes to PM Modi. The letter highlights the

Advocate Sudha Bhardwaj.

United Nations Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers,

The Council of Bars and Law Societies of Europe

particularly, Principles 16 and 17 on Guarantees for
the functioning of lawyers.
w Nine European MPs urge EU to cancel agreements
with India till arrested activists are released.
14 September 2018.
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In Mumbai, INDIA

In Kerala, INDIA

Mumbai

Rises

to

Save

Democracy - more than
40 organisations

- from

women rights to adivasi
mass organisation, research
groups to trade unions
joined to condemn the arrest
of human rights activists.

In Toronto, CANADA

In Kolkata, INDIA

w An open letter from Toronto and other academic
institutions in Canada condemning the arrest.

UN
w UN human rights experts have expressed concerns
saying that the terrorism charges are a pretext to
silence human rights defenders.

In London

We thank all who have helped
preparing this issue of IMUK News.
Please continue to send news
items of human rights violations,
analytical write-ups, news of
protests protecting rights in India
or elsewhere.

India High Commission, London. 31 August 2018.

Please circulate this newsletter
widely through your networks and
contacts.
For more information, write to:
infoindiamattersuk@gmail.com

Extractive Industries & Human Rights: Protect Rights
a public discussion. London. 20 October 2018.

w An open letter addressed to the Supreme Court
with over 150 signatures from academics in different
universities in the UK.
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